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 The hastily scrawled card was stuffed into the letterbox by the disgruntled 

delivery man saying “sorry we missed you” as he bundled the large package 

back into his sack, and began the long descent back down the stairwell to his 

van, muttering angrily.  

Jack rolled to his side beating the pillow under his head into submission, trying 

to find another comfier spot, when the clatter of the letterbox finally woke him 

from his slumber. He yawned; scratching his backside, then slid himself from 

the bed and cradled his head in his hands. The books strewn across the bed fell 

to the floor, joining the rest of his assignment paperwork by his feet. He stood 

up and shuffled to the window of his third floor flat, and peered down to the car 

park below. Jack’s eyes sleepily darted from parked car to car, then over to the 

main street, and the idling FEDEX truck. He let the net curtain fall back down 

and ran his hand over his bed head hair, yawning again, and turned for the door 

to the hall. Quickly he turned with realization, and swept back the curtain again, 

then cursed, stumbling over his books clumsily with his bare feet. 

Jack ran down the hall, slapping against the wall to steady himself and saw the 



crumbled delivery card on the doormat. He twisted the key in the lock and 

pulled open the door, and then ran outside into the cold morning in nothing but 

his graying white briefs. The communal corridor was empty, but he heard the 

echoing shuffling footfalls in the stairwell and ran after them, his own bare 

footfalls slapping against the cold cement like dead fish on a chopping board. 

Jack panted as he walked back up the stairwell, smiling at the large package 

cradled in his arms. The bemused delivery guy was happy to hand over the 

bulky package to the kid in his jockeys, saving him the trouble of carrying it the 

rest of the way to his idling truck. Inside, Jack placed the package on the 

computer table next to the mass of text books stacked precariously on top of 

each other, and began clearing a space from all the circuit boards, solder, fibre 

optics and other odd assortments of electrical consumables.  

The cardboard box was well wrapped, and Jack had a hard time removing the 

tape from the lid flaps, customs had really gone to town with the packaging 

after inspecting his purchase at the airport.  

If those bastards have burst my machine …. Jack began, but stopped when the 

tape tore apart in his tightening frustrated grasp. 

The flimsy plastic wonder box encasing the latest in 3D laser printing science 

technology  from Japan gleamed like something from star trek. “The future is 

here!” It proudly stated on the box, and Jack smiled- his very own 3D printing 

press- and he had a theory. 

Jack Duval had a theory, and after almost two years of forecast logarithms, 

projections, bandwidth projections, he was finally ready to put his theory to the 

test. It took the latest package from his network provider, now currently offering 

almost 100 times the upload speed any of their nearest rivals were prepared to 

offer. This now meant his theory could actually be done practically, instead of 

being penciled down on one of the many notebooks scattered throughout his 

apartment.  

A smile cracked open as he lifted the printer from its box, and he carefully sat it 

next to his old home PC , positioning it carefully so that is squared up to the 

front of the table. His OCD for detail was bizarre, around the room lay opened 

books, discarded household electrical casings with their wirings hanging from 

them lay abandoned on benches, dinner plates with curling pizza slices, yellow 

‘post it’ notes randomly stuck to dusty surfaces, clothing hung from every 

possible jutting furniture ends, and sneakers kicked off into corners where they 

lay with shoelace bows still tied. 



But his computer workbench was immaculate. Each of his tools had a place, the 

monitors faced him at identical angles, and his mouse pad was exactly the same 

distance from the edge of the desk all the way round. The wires behind the 

monitors were neatly velcroed in tight regimental loops. The computer leads 

were tied together in a snaking loop to a patching panel, each labeled and 

designated with colored tags. Lightning protection extension leads fed each 

monitor through RCD boxes, none of which had been overloaded or covered. 

Even his many notebooks here were stacked together between upright heavy 

bookends that held them regimentally in order, tallest to the left, shortest to the 

right. 

After a few moments testing the new power leads and checking the 3D printers 

cartridges, jack always tested power leads, he then fastened the cables to the 

others and checked them again. Still smiling, Jack stood back with his hands 

resting on his hips, and sighed proudly, wiping the sweat from his brow. 

There it sat, in all its glory…the Up Box, waiting for instruction 

Jack looked around the room cautiously, his own ‘Mel Gibson – catcher in the 

rye’ moment, then reached under the desk for the hard drive taped to the 

underneath of the desk.  

This was his only drive with all his apps and programming he kept in the 

apartment; it was tucked away deep under the desk drawer. He was cautious 

about his ideas, and sure he was under surveillance- hence the burner cell phone 

he kept in the drawer, the one he now proceeded to use to call Finch. He did 

however have a back up and it was safely secured with Finch, but he would 

need that as well- just in case he had to update any information. 

Finch was the only other person who knew about Jacks ideas and theories but 

was happy to go along with Jack and his ‘experiments’ mainly because of the 

perks and benefits that being a friend of Jacks had. Jack, for instance, was able 

to upgrade their games consoles for free, or give Finch free x box live credit 

whenever he asked. On occasions the two of them would sit back eating free 

pizza, laughing and watching the computer monitors as they hacked into other 

college servers and activated web cams from consoles around the campus. 

Waiting for any unsuspecting user to happen past their ipad, or pc in 

compromising states of undress- or more! Some of the sights were just wrong, 

and seeing these people in college the next day would often end in Finch 

erupting in fits of giggles making the universal ‘jerking off’ sign as they passed 

behind the unsuspecting victim the college corridors. 



 

Jack was also a dab hand at providing fake IDs that supplied them with the 

ability to visit the local liquor shop on occasion. And seen as Finch had the only 

job between the two off them, albeit working as a delivery boy in pizza hut, the 

give and take of the partnership was pretty even, Jack provided the brains, Finch 

provided the free pizza, and paid for the privilege. 

 

“Finch, it’s here!” Jack said, unable to contain his excitement,” can you bring 

the drive with you…and breakfast!” 

 “Sure…see you in fifteen!” Finch replied, wondering if Jack knew it was 

already nearing 3pm that Saturday afternoon. He hung up and slid the phone 

back into his jeans before his boss could catch him, then made his way to the 

counter with his hot bag filled with his deliveries. He looked around the busy 

kitchen, and then making sure he was unnoticed, he opened the heated display 

and pulled the nearest pizza box marked ‘pick up’ quickly from the shelf and 

slid it in with the other deliveries. Jones will just have to wait for the next one 

he smirked, making his way to his moped. 

Finch rocked up about twenty minutes later, with the stolen pizza, compliments 

of one Mr. Jones, and Jacks’ back up hard drive safely in his back pack. Finch 

hadn’t really grasped the concept of what he was about to see, and really had no 

idea what 3D printing was all about. All he knew was it was like watching his 

grandma flicking through her basket of knitting patterns and then following the 

instructions to make a crappy set of mittens, or a dodgy looking scarf.  

Only the way that jack had eagerly described it, it sounded like you could get 

the pattern for almost anything you wanted on the net, and make it yourself. 

Layers built over layers of plastic ooze, squirted from a tiny tattoo like pen that 

would be scrolled over and over again until it hardened and formed whatever 

pattern had been programmed. He had watched uploaded videos of guys making 

huge plastic cast lego like blocks and building  houses with them, or mad 

fuckers sharing pattern files for 3D printed guns that had working parts and 

could actually be fired. It seemed too many freako’s had their hands on this 

futuristic yet liberating piece of technology.  

“What the hell is that smell Jack?” He shouted as he closed the front door, 

throwing his helmet onto the sofa that was already cluttered with xbox games 

and empty pizza boxes. The smell of burnt plastic filled the darkened room as 

Jack coughed, waving his arms in the air trying to dissipate the smoking tendrils 

meandering up from the plastic casing of the Up Box.  



“ah this piece of junk shat itself as soon as i plugged it in Finch…emptied its 

load in one dollop before I could even set the damn protocols!” He coughed 

inspecting the damage.  

“ is it fucked?” Finch asked removing his backpack and dropping it on the 

dining table. He ran his hand through his helmet hair and ruffled it before 

walking over to Jack and peered over his shoulder. 

 “Maybe you could print yourself out a new one!” He smirked, opening the 

pizza box, and pulling off a cheesy slice.  

“Yeh only the one flaw there with your master plan Einstein…” Jack sighed 

rubbing the bridge of his nose,” pass me the phillips dipshit” he said pointing 

over to the tool board, and pulling off a slice of pizza for himself.  

“ I think it just gave itself a jump scare, might just be the transformer that blew, 

I can fix that…what the fuck Finch,” he screwed his face up,” …anchovies!” He 

spat the offending mouthful into his hand and dropped the slice back into the 

box with a disgusted glance at Finch.  

“What…its free! I’ll be sure to tell Mr Jones of your displeasure next time he 

calls” He shrugged, finishing his own slice, and then handing Jack the 

screwdriver. 

The Up Box’s Japanese transformer was the cause of the smoke, and jack spent 

the next half hour replacing it with an old canon printers internals, while Finch 

lay back on the sofa thumbing through some of Jacks discarded notepads,  

“so tell me again, because i can’t get my head around the part where you say 

you’ll be able to send patterns back and forward to that …” he gestured over to 

the Up Box,”…that piece of shit” Jack smiled at His friends lack of 

understanding, and stood up, wiping his greasy hands on his jeans 

“Look Finch, it’s simple.” Jack sighs again, “it does exactly what it says on the 

tin…watch.” He picks up his cell phone and walks over to the front door, “the 

idea is just the same as taking a picture and posting it online. ” he lifts the phone 

to the door and pulls the key from the lock,” take a picture of the key… then 

send it to dropbox.” The phone clicks and Jack inspects the digital image. Finch 

watches blankly as Jack makes his way over to his pc. 

“So now what you got is a picture of the doorkey sent to your dropbox 

account…see?” Finch squints but nods anyway as jack points to the computer. 



“Okay, so for all the dipshits in the class, what do we need to do now ?” He 

waits for Finch to catch up, opening the dropbox icon as his buddy lags. 

“Okay…So once we’ve updated our dropbox and clicked open our folder- 

woh…look what we got!” Jack says sarcastically turning and pointing at the 

photograph on the monitor with a slack jaw look of camp surprise,  

“ well if it isn’t the picture of the doorkey I just took!” He clicks the print 

button, and the old canon printer clicks and buzzes to life, as the ink cartridges 

scroll back and forward over the fed paper. “Eh voila!” Jack says as the printed 

photograph is ejected into his outstretched hand and he holds it up for Finch to 

see. ” one perfect printed copy of my front door key…only one problem 

though…” He says flicking the damp paper, and Finch smiles…nearly. 

“So, what that bad boy is going to do is… ” Finch points to the Up Box, “with 

the help of the info on your hard drive, is turn that picture of your key into a 

duplicate of the real thing…cool!” Jack nods, 

“not just my key…all the dumb shmucks that have ever posted pictures on their 

profiles with their keys lying about for us to copy. This is our very own key to 

any doorway we want!” Jack slaps the Up Box.” We are all hooked into the 

fuckin’ biggest free lunch information highway of all time Finch…the college 

server is crammed full of shit… we just got to know how to break it and use the 

information!” Jack grins, nodding in self approval, as Finch stands up and walks 

over to the machine, “go on then, let’s see it in action.” 

They watch and wait. 

At first, the Up Box does nothing but hum on the desk, and Finch can sense 

another tantrum brewing from the way that Jack is clenching and unclenching 

his fist. He watches with quiet amusement as Jack begins to click the mouse 

irritably, scrolling through the indecipherable gobbledegook on the monitor. 

“Come… on …you …piece …of …shit…” Jack swears through gritted teeth so 

that each word gets its own platform stop.” What the fuck is your problem 

now?” He growls, leaning over and checking the connection again. 

 “It says it sees the connection, but it’s not talking to the server.” Finch smirks 

and leans forward, arms crossed, swaying slightly towards Jack, 

“ have you tried switching the thing off and on again?” his smirky face became 

a full beam of delight when Jack turned and he could now see the red puffiness 

of anger fill his friends cheeks, 

 “look, just fuck off Finch, go play…go play your candy crush and let the adult 

work okay!” He snapped, wiggling the connection cable.  



 “Okay, I think i got it. I’ve had to connect it through a few back door I.P 

addresses – don’t want it pointing back to us now eh.” Finch watched as Jack 

laughed and quickly clicked the mouse against what looked like the Shenton 

High College admin montage, and then the page disappeared.  

“Oh shit, that’s just wrong,” Jack laughed, clicking past the dodgy image on the 

monitor, and it disappeared. 

 

 

“Shit Jack, you’re going through the college server again- you do know what 

they’ll do to you next time your caught hacking!” The smirk slowly drained 

from Finch’s face, not that he was completely sure of what it was Jack was 

admitting to. Jack smiled, ” ah don’t fret my technophobic inbred, its only 

bouncing about via the arts and sciences departments…so unless old Mr 

Humphries has Interpol connections, and I’m sure he does not…we’re good.” 

Finch looked on confused, “huh?” 

Jack turned to Finch and grinned wildly, “you wanna see something… scary ?” 

“What?” 

“Do you wanna see something…really scary?” Jack asked again. 

“Sure, what?” 

Jack clicked the mouse and the previous image reappeared on the monitor. 

“Aw man…that’s just wrong… Is that…” 

“Mr Humphries in the flesh!” Jack laughed. 

Finch pretended to wretch at the site of their bearded science teacher standing 

on a beach in nothing but his Speedos and sandals. His white socks pulled over 

his even whiter shins, and his hairy belly proudly hanging over the tiny swim 

wear . They both laughed at the monitor exchanging derogatory one liners like 

“fat fuck” and “it looks like a trailer for Hangover IV – wolfpack on holiday” 

They laughed some more, until Finch begged he trashed the offending image. 

“There’s plenty more” 

“Fuck no!” Finch pleaded. 

“Amazing what you can find hidden away in folders eh! Anyway let’s get this 

thing earning its keep” he clicked the image and it disappeared, in its place the 

logarithms and the program he had written.  

The program started and the Up Box beeped, before clattering to life and begins 

scrolling inside the chassis. Jack looked over to Finch wide eyed,  

“that’s what I’m talking about!” 

“It doesn’t look much like a key to me” Finch said bending down and peering 

into the Up Box window, like he was staring into a microwave watching his tv 



dinner spin. The printers arm was busy darting back and forward, depositing the 

yellow resin onto the cooling plate one layer at a time.  

The printer was busy building what could only be described as a small one inch 

square block. “Maybe it’s like a print test, where it goes through its check 

list….you know, square circle triangle…” Finch trailed off when Jack shot him 

a stare, deciding to focus his attention back on the printer. Jack turned to the 

monitor again, clicking through the settings again. The machine beeped, and the 

arm stopped for a moment, then returned to its rest position.  

“is it done ? ” Finch asked.  

“ looks like it, but the program is still updating…out the way, lurch.” Jack said 

pushing past Finch’s large frame and lifting the front panel. Carefully he 

plucked the small, yellow resin cube from the cooling plate and lifted it out, 

letting the front panel click back down. 

“Wo, pretty neat huh” he said turning the perfect cube in his fingers.” Yeh, but 

it ain’t gonna open many doors though, let’s have a look” Jack went to pass the 

cube over, but stopped in his tracks when the printer started up again, ” now 

what’s it doing?” He frowned, returning to the monitor. Finch picked up the 

cube and began tapping on the cooling resin 

“Shit…It looks like it queuing!” Jack sighed, scrolling down the text on the 

screen and muttering to himself. “…where the fuck is it getting a queue from?” 

He scrolled back up and down looking for an answer on the screen as Finch 

peered into the window again. ” it’s making two of them now” he reported, but 

jack wasn’t listening or at least he was listening but rather choosing to ignore 

Finch while he dug through the information. 

“No… not two… three, its making three cubes now…” 

The printer buzzed back and forth. 

“Shut up Finch…” 

“Four…there are four cubes in there Jack!” 

bzzz bzzz bzzz 

“Shut up Finch!” 

 

“Make that seven ….no eight…” 

 

bzzz bzzz bzzz  

 

“Finch…shut the fuck up okay…” 



 

The printer darted back and forward, quickly adding layer over layer over the 

eight cubes like a busy buzzing bee deep in Jacks ear 

 bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz  

 

“For christs sake!…” 

 

bzzz bzzz bzzz  

Jack felt his eye twitch and yelled as he jumped up, leaning over and pulling the 

Up Box plug from the extension socket. The buzzing stopped, and the room fell 

silent. 

“Whoa, look at this dude…” Finch gasped. 

Jack stared inside, and then reached his hand in. Inside were nine perfect cubes 

in a pyramid pile, cooling in the centre of the metal plate. What was more 

impressive to Jack, was the fact that each one could be lifted from the other. 

“Plug it back in…Jack!” Finch cried excitedly, peering into the window while 

rubbing the hot resin from his hands to his jeans. Jack was carefully clearing the 

pile of cooling blocks one by one from the metal plate,” …what no way…i 

don’t know what the box is going to spew out next, or where the pattern 

information is coming from. Maybe there’s a glitch in the pattern reader. And 

anyway, I don’t want to use up all of my resin cartridges when this thing 

decides to build a replica of the fuckin’ pyramids of Giza brick by brick!”  

“Aw come on Jack, its pretty cool. Just reset it and switch the machine back on 

already!” 

“Finch, I don’t know where the information is coming from you dumb shit. If I 

switch this back on and it goes tits up again, whose gonna pay for it to get fixed 

huh? “Cos I sure as shit don’t have the cash for a new box!” Jack sighed, piling 

the last resin cube onto the teetering pile. 

“Well isn’t that why we are testing the thing…so that’s we can copy keys to get 

rich?” Finch reached out to touch one of the blocks, but Jack slapped at his arm. 

The act was comical from an outsiders view as Jack was almost a foot shorter 

than Finch, and half the weight. But Finch new his position in the team, and 

backed off. It wasn’t that he was afraid of Jack- not really. He just didn’t like 

seeing his buddy get all worked up, because once that temper took hold of Jack, 

and the red mist descended, boy was he a nightmare. The last time somebody 

pissed Jack off they ended up being ‘SWATTED’ after Jack traced their IP 



address and got hold of the kid’s home details. He had called the police, giving 

them the kids name, and said he had just killed his folks and was about to cut up 

his sister. Then Jack sat watching the scene unfold from the park bench as the 

swat team arrived to arrest the poor kid. There were SWAT choppers and 

SWAT vans surrounding the kid’s home, and all the while, Jack just sat there on 

his bench with a big grin on his face. And when the armed police frog marched 

the sobbing kid outside with his hands behind his head, Jack was there to catch 

it all on his phone, and post one more ‘swatting video’ for the gaming 

community to enjoy. All the rage apparently. 

“Okay, one more, but if I can’t find or unlock it from wherever the patterns are 

being sent from, then it’s going off- and I’m going to trace which fucker is 

messing with my shit” Jack plugged the Up Box back in, and sat down on the 

chair by the monitor. Once again the  

 bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz began in Jacks ear.  

Finch was hypnotized by the printer arm as it glided back and forward on 

whatever was next in the queue, but Jack was too busy clicking through script 

errors and trying to locate the source of the rogue programming. 

“looks like its loading another pattern…mother fucker…he’s uploaded a virus 

control …He’s locked me out of my goddamn Up Box !”  

Jack slapped down on the desk hard with his fists, and then leaned over to 

unplug the Up Box, ” Jack…no…look!” Finch grabbed his arm, and then 

nodded over to the 3D printer. 

“What the hell is that!“ 

The curious duo once again peered inside the printing machine as it buzzed 

away, flawlessly building the next object in the queuing patterns on the monitor. 

Its erratic needle was swiftly and meticulously building layer after layer of 

cooling resin. 

bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz 

“Shit…I know what it is! ” Jack began,” it’s one of those clicking ball things 

shrinks have on their desks…you know, were the metal ball swings back and 

smacks the others hanging in line…..” Jack searched for the word, 

“….Newton’s cradle?” Finch added.” Yeh that’s it …tell me when it’s done, 

I’m gonna see if I can narrow things down.”  

The monitor showed two more queuing 3D patterns awaiting printing, and Jack 

initiated another search for information regarding the source. His fingers 



worked the keyboard frantically as Finch, mesmerized, studied each new layer.” 

Why would someone want to make one of these, isn’t the whole point that it 

clicks when it hits the others?” Jack ignored the question, 

“ HAH!” He cried,” stupid fucker forgot to reroute his address for that one, and 

I have my trusty switch sniffer on him. Next print that comes through will tell 

us exactly where these patterns come from. How’s the print coming?” He said, 

swiveling in his chair. The Up Box printer ceased buzzing, the arm returns to 

rest. “oh it’s done Jack, take a look” Finch carefully lifted the cradle from the 

cooling plate and then turned to show Jack the fine replica. He placed it down 

on the table next to him, and smiled broadly. 

“Watch this” he pulled back the end ball and let it swing back against the others 

and watched.  

The cradle ball swung against the other balls but made little impact, instead it 

just bounced of the others a few times until it stopped. Frank looked on 

disappointedly. “well what were you expecting Einstein?”  

bzzz bzzz bzzz the printer started up again. 

“Okay shit wad, let’s see where you are hiding!” Jack returned to his monitor as 

Finch tried the limp ball again, still curious to know why someone would print 

of these obscure items. Blocks, stacks, cradles what next? 

“Check this out Finchy boy…” Jack leant back on his chair and laughed with 

smug satisfaction, indicating to the monitor. Finch reluctantly moved away from 

the Up Box printer as the buzzing started up again, and shuffled alongside his 

grinning mate. 

bzz bzz bzzz bzz the printer began spinning its intricate web again  

“What am I looking at?” he quizzed. 

” Finch,” jack raised his eyebrows,” what we are looking at is the web cam of 

whoever is punking us.” 

“How do you do that so quickly Jack?” 

“Ahh, a little tweak on the old Russian brides dot com trick” he smiled with a 

wink.” 

bzz bzz bzz 

“cool!” Finch watched the web cam stream, but could see little movement. 

” looks like a classroom to me” he added as they scrutinized the video. There 



wasn’t much to see, a window, a chair in the far corner of the room, an open 

cage on a workbench, and … “Look!” Finch said stabbing at the monitor,  

“There…it looks like the top of a printer. Can you adjust the camera and see 

what’s in the cage? ” 

“No chance, it’s a fixed cam, I think the cage is empty … but yeh I see 

it…you’re right it is a bloody up box printer. And I think I know where it is.” 

He began typing again forcing and prodding the encrypted programming, but as 

he glanced up at the monitor he saw a large hairy knuckled hand swipe at the 

image and then the web cam went dark.  

“Oh shit,” Finch gasped, “I know who it is!” Jack smiled and together they both 

came up with the same name, 

“…Hairy Humphries!” They said together, “oh shit, the old perv has taken 

control of your printer!” Finch snorted and slapped jacks back laughing at the 

predicament they now found themselves in. They just looked at each other 

puzzled, saying nothing for a moment, as the printer buzzed away happily in the 

back ground.  

“That hairy bastard! What the hell is he doing?” Jack cursed, as Finch returned 

to the printer again. 

bzzz bzzz bzzz bzzz 

“Holy shit….Eh … I think I know what was in the cage Jack…it looked like a 

mouse!” 

They turned and stared at the resin as it began building the next item on the hot 

plate. 

“Fuck me… Did you see that? ” Finch cried out, his hands up to his face as he 

stepped back from the 3D printer.” The thing fuckin’ moved…tell me you saw 

that Jack, tell me that you saw that…that…thing fuckin’ breathe!” His fingers 

were wagging and pointing towards the perfectly formed, cooling mouse cast. 

And jack raised an eyebrow. 

Jack had taken a step forward as Finch had hysterically hopped back, flaying his 

arms in the air like a spaced out religious worshipper playing a tambourine in a 

faith healers tent. Halleluiah brother- can i have an amen  
 

Admittedly, yes, for a second, the resin mouse cast did look like it had gulped in 

a huge gasping breath of air before cooling and hardening. But jack quietly 



smiled, knowing it was just the result of the 3D resin pattern bubbling as it 

cooled, but -to the untrained eye, yes, it could be mistaken as movement. 

” Holy shit Finch, you’re right, the little critter is alive… Stay back, I don’t 

want you pissin’ your pants when this beast strikes with its mighty fangs – 

watch my back, im going in …” He turned around with that dry look of sarcasm 

on his face, and looked down at finch’s crotch, “…ah too late eh,no matter- 

Mary has fresh diapers in the laundry room next door if you need them” he 

curled a smile, then turned and pulled the hardening resin mouse from the 

cooler plate and held it up for Finches inspection. 

 “Chill Finch, it’s only a pattern – it aint gonna bite! But I gotta say finch, this 

pattern is fantastic- look at the detail on this thing. Shit, even the hairs stand 

out….look” he said passing it to a rather embarrassed Finch. He stepped 

forward sheepishly and peered into Jacks palm. 

The mouse was on all fours peering up slightly, as if sniffing the room. Its fine 

fibre optic like whiskers almost twitching, greeting the two boys, and it’s not 

quite so sharp teeth nibbling the air. 

” why the hell is he sending us a mouse Jack?” He said, taking a hold of the 

now hardened mould of the mouse.  

“I dunno Finch, but I reckon it’s time to pay old Hairy Humphries a visit.” Jack 

said, turning back to his monitor. “and I want to find out why he’s locking me 

out and sending my printer all this random shit!” 

“Want me to come with you?” Finch said, briefly glancing up from the cast of 

the resin mouse in the palm of his hand.”Na, you wait here, I want to make sure 

I can wipe the virus link info from my computer, which means I’ll need you to 

click a few windows to help me here, okay?” 

Finch nodded reluctantly, but the confusion was visible to Jack.  

“Look, its piss easy Finch, just do what I say when I call you, that way I can 

take control of my pc from his laptop, and then run a few tests. All you have to 

do is click on this, and then this when I say… ok?” Jack waved the mouse 

control over the highlighted icons on the monitor and clicked open a dialogue 

box. 

” I’ll be on his laptop here,” Jack ran the pointer to another window on the 

screen, ” …and we’ll video link up okay. Then I’ll run a few of my own ‘hacks’ 

to leave ‘old Hairy’ with a few headaches of his own got it? You just sit back 

and scratch your arse, put some Rick Grimes on or whatever, I’ll only be an 

hour” jack waved at the tv and stood up, letting Finch take the chair, then he 

bent down and picked up his discarded converse boots from the corner of the 

room. “I’ll need the hard drive from your bag, and your moped keys. Is there 

gas in the tank?” 



“Aw shit Jack, when you gonna start payin’ for gas dude? I just put my last ten 

bucks in the tank this mornin’!” 

” Don’t bitch; I’ll pay you back…Keys!” He demanded, holding out his hand. 

Finch sighed and reached inside his pocket for them, then threw them over to 

Jack. ” Don’t drop her again, okay!” 

Jack frowned, “I didn’t drop your fuckin’ moped…the stand was broken and 

you didn’t warn me, fucktard! One hour okay, don’t disappear and go jerking 

off to the college dorm hazing parties again, I need you there okay!” 

Finch blushed and cursed under his breath, but nodded all the same, “fuck off 

Jack, I got it…go, go do your computer stuff, i got this”  

Jack paused for a moment, flicking his greasy fringe from his forehead, then 

packed the hard drive in his back pack, and slung it over his shoulder,  

“do you think he knows we are onto his game?” He asked aloud, but the 

question wasn’t really for Finch to answer. He pondered for a moment, then lent 

over Finch and clicked the file box he had hacked earlier, and the semi naked 

image of a smiling Mr Humphries standing on the beach with his arm around a 

young Indonesian boy opened up. Jack laughed, and clicked on the ‘Print 

image’ . 

“Dunno,” finch replied, “but if these pictures get out he’ll be pissed for sure! 

They make him look like a right tourist perv!” 

“Well let’s see whose laughing after I post a couple of these ‘tourist’ snaps 

around the school walls for all to see ” Jack sneered as he waited by the printer 

as the 2D images appeared in the tray, then folded them and placed them in his 

bag. ” It could just be an innocent holiday snap Jack for all we know. Maybe not 

the best thing to be doing” 

“Ya reckon? Whatever…he looks like a perv to me!” Jack slapped Finch on his 

shoulder and left for the school, leaving finch to study the plastic resin cast of 

the mouse. 

The Shenton High school gates were closed when Jack rolled up on Finch’s 

misfiring moped, but that was not unusual for a Saturday afternoon. The car 

park was empty of any visible vehicles, but over by the canopy parking to the 

side of the school, jack could see two cars partially hidden by the shadows. One 

of them was the unmistakable rusted station wagon of Mr Humphries, the other 

was the school mini bus. He slid of his helmet and slicked the now sweaty 

fringe over his ear, then kicked the stand from under the bike. He had to check 

the stand twice before he was confident that the bikes weight would actually be 

held, or he would never hear the end of it from Finch again. 

He propped the helmet on the heat, and walked over to the gate, pulling it. The 

heavy chain around the padlock rattled and clunked between the bulky iron 



work, but refused Jack entry. He looked around but saw no one, then began to 

climb the ornate railing. Jack was up and over in a single gymnastic spin of his 

legs, then scurrying over to the shadows before any camera or anyone could see 

him. 

Jack had previously been detained for breaking into the school before. The first 

time was to steal stationary for a school project, where he had gained access by 

climbing through the canteen storeroom window to easily locate an unlocked 

teacher’s supply cupboard. That had been dealt with by a one week suspension 

and a week of detentions for stealing four tubs of ice cream, and a pack of 

lunchtime frozen chicken nuggets. 

The second time had involved the local police only six months ago, and that 

coincidently was reported by Mr Humphries! 

Jack had somehow acquired Mr Humphries classroom duplicate key, and had 

used them to gain access and steal components from the science and technology 

department to make his home computer. He had also been successful in gaining 

several passwords to gain access to the schools server. That was really when the 

idea came to him about duplicating keys to gain access to other buildings and 

even other properties. It had been Humphries who had recognized the items 

missing, and called the police. And after a locker inspection, the police had 

found Humphries duplicate key amongst Jacks possessions. Jack had protested 

he had only found them on the school green. The police had nonetheless 

checked his flat out but found no school computer equipment, or accessories 

connecting him to the break in. At that time the components and monitor stolen 

were safely hidden in Finches mums’ basement – Finch being the unwitting 

accomplice at that time. It was concluded that it could not be proven jack had 

taken the keys nor anything from the classroom, but he was however cautioned, 

and for that, had gone straight to the top of Mr Humphries ‘watch list’ 

Jack sneaked along the shadows under the school canteen windows, making his 

way to the easiest access point he knew. The cameras installed around the side 

of the campus had been a novelty, and had been continuously bombarded by 

kicked footballs and stolen sneakers from the weaker kids thrown up like bolas 

to try and tangle them around the camera. So now they just pointed out over to 

the compound fences and beyond, until the funds could be found to add cages 

around them. Only the front facing cameras worked to full affect, as no one had 

the balls to try and knock those from the walls.  

Jack found the first window by the school kitchen unlocked and smiled, 

stepping up onto the bin then the window ledge. He opened the latch, and 

extended the arm to hold open the window, then eased himself inside. 



Jack looked around the kitchen area slowly noticing the boiling kettle on the 

worktop, the waft of steam rising from the spout to the ceiling. Next to the 

kettle was a peeled open instant noodle polystyrene cup. He looked around, 

expecting to be caught right then and there, but the kitchen was empty. 

He quickly made his way to the far door then crouched by the swing door to the 

corridor, then listened. The halls were silent, only the flickering strip light 

hummed lightly as the starter struggled continuously to illuminate the lighting 

tube. 

He smiled and pushed the door open a little, then peered into the hall. Once he 

had established the all clear, he carefully walked out into the empty hall, 

checking both ways in case he was suddenly sprung by the hairy knuckled hand 

of Humphries. 

Jack knew that if he took the corridor to the left he would be in the science wing 

in a few minutes, but that was not his intention. His intention was to screw 

Hairy Humphries around, and mess with his head a little, and as he passed the 

school notice board he stopped and removed his back pack from his shoulder, 

glancing back the way he’d just came.  

The large cork board was a filled with a clutter of reminder notes around the 

border edging, chess club enrolment and book club book of the month reviews. 

This month, Jack noticed, it was the Skeleton Crew by Stephen King. A boney 

hand pointed to a space where the title underlined was ‘The Jaunt’. Next to that 

was a list of kid’s names with penciled ticks next to their names.  

A few after school club fliers hung dog eared next to ticket enquiries for next 

month’s student theatre production of ‘Grease’ and Jack read that the part of 

Danny Zuko was being played by Eddie Feldon. Fuckwad! he cracked a smile 

and let out a murmur of joy at that name, and then pulled the pin holding the 

poster to the board. Eddie Feldon was the kid Jack had ‘swatted’ after their little 

online run in. 

 

The poster fluttered to the floor and rolled by his feet after he removed the 

remaining pins holding the flier up. Then Jack pulled out the bundle of printed 

copies of Mr Humphries in the possibly innocent, yet compromising picture of 

the science teacher with his arm around the little Indonesian boy on the beach, 

while standing in the tightest pair of speedos Jack had seen peedo speedo’s he 

laughed as he pinned the first of the copies to the board. He stood back and 

admired the picture for a moment, then moved along the corridor to the next 

board. 

Jack had almost completed a circuit of the corridor when he heard the distant 

closing of a door upstairs. He quickly ran to the door marked fire escape and 



ascended the stone stairwell to the next floor. The fire escape stairs took him to 

the 1st floor of the school, the science wing, and as he pulled the door slowly 

ajar, he saw Mr Hairy himself making his way down the hall to the stairs that 

led to the kitchen. 

He watched as the large science teachers white lab coat flapped around his 

wobbling leg fat, and saw him disappear into the stairwell leading to the 

kitchen. He sprung through the door and made his move for the science lab 

The classroom that Humphries walked from was empty, but the glass doorway 

leading to the adjacent room was unlocked and held ajar by a door wedge. Jack 

could smell, what to him, was like the burnt odor of plastic mixed with and 

something else. It was similar to the not too unpleasant smell of cooked bacon, 

but not quite. Jack slowly closed the door behind himself and swiftly made his 

way inside the room. 

He had five, maybe ten minutes at the most to locate the teachers laptop and 

insert his hard drive, before Humphries returned with his hot noodles. 

Passwords could be easily overridden, and jack already knew what he was 

looking for. Then he would plant his own ‘trojan’ virus, reset the parameters 

and get his 3D printer back online, and ‘peedo in the speedos’ would be none 

the wiser.  

He stood for a moment, cataloging the large room. A row of benches split the 

room, sprouting from each wall, with what looked like a free standing fridge at 

each end. A large chalk board overlooked the room on the far wall with 

complicated equations that any student would have nightmares over. The large 

windows down one side of the workbenches were covered by long slatted blinds 

that swung gently as a breeze wafted in from an open window. At the far end he 

saw the empty cage, the one that Finch had pointed out on the monitor. And 

when he walked passed one of the upright fridges he turned, and saw the laptop 

just where it should be, on the teacher’s desk. 

 But something caught his attention- and when he turned he gasped at the sight. 

mother fuc… he started to say, but the words didn’t quite come out. 

Lined up along the bench top were four identical ‘UP BOX’ 3D printers. As he 

stared at them Jack noticed that some of them had no interior wiring, they 

seemed to have been completely gutted. He walked over and brushed his hands 

over the empty shells, slowly peering inside each of the units, what the fuck is 

he up to? he wondered, lifting one of the plastic chassis. He traced bunches of 

colored cabling from ac/dc transformers plugged into the mains. Solder joints 

and circuitry boards lay in daisy chains of technological jewellery. Some wiring 

ran off and disappeared under the workbench, while others congregated in joint 

boxes marked with mathematical formulas. Note books lay open and discarded 



over the entire area of one of the benches. And diagrams of various objects with 

times and symbols were pinned to the bench back board. 

Jack was mesmerized by the formulae, and the jumble of steam punked items 

that seemed to have no relevance with the up box printers whatsoever. A wall 

chart hung from a hook on the wall with a list of scribbled out items, some were 

crossed out items with the words FAIL next to them while others had LOST? 

stamped next to them. Jack frowned as he read the list. 

bzzzz bzzz bzzz  

The noise from the 3d printer caused him to jump, and he quickly turned in the 

direction of the noise. 

On the side of the worktop bench, propped upright on the floor, was what Jack 

thought was just a fridge, but was in fact much more than just a fridge.  

Jack followed the cables that lay across the workbench over to a hole drilled 

into the side of the fridge, where he found the door to the refrigeration unit 

swinging unlocked. The fridge was buzzing and popping away, and he could 

feel the vibrations running up through his legs. He reached out for the handle 

and began to open the door… 

“WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING IN MY LAB?” 

Humphries lurched forward swiping the air between him and Jack, but Jack was 

too fast and stepped back out of harm’s way. The teacher lost his balance, 

dropping his polystyrene cup of noodles to the floor, and stumbled against the 

buzzing fridge. “If it ain’t the peedo in the speedo’s” Jack laughed as he ducked 

the swiping hairy knuckles of Humphries. 

“I told you Jacob Duval, the next time you showed your face in my classroom- I 

would call the police! Now what the hell are you doing here?” He spat out, 

already panting but still trying to make a grab at Jack. 

Jack cursed at the use of his real name, and made a dash for the glass paneled 

door behind Humphries,  

“call the police, yeh like thats gonna work fatso!” He retaliated. “ I knew it was 

you who stole my computer, you little bastard, what else did you think you 

could get away with…what’s in that bag …give it here!” Humphries tore at 

Jacks pack as he pushed passed, but fell as he slipped on the cooling noodles 

splattered on the floor. He went down hard on the floor, tearing jacks pack from 

his shoulder and spilling some of its contents. Jack yanked hard at the straps as 

the photocopied pictures spilled from the torn zip as he slid through the glass 

paneled doorway. He turned to see Humphries struggling to get up and laughed 

as he peered through the glass, pulling the door shut, then pulled one of the 



photocopies from his torn bag and held it up to the glass. “still want to call the 

cops, you old perv!” He shouted, giving Humphries the finger through the 

window pane.  

Humphries stopped in his tracks, staring at the window now adorned with the 

photo of himself on the beach with that kid, then bent down to the scattered 

paper on the ground. Slowly he picked up one of the crumpled prints, “why you 

little fu…” He began, then with horror, he realized what this meant if this got 

out, how would he explain this one away. He looked up at Jack who just 

extended the finger again, grinning back at him, “yeh i got more where that 

came from…freak!” The teachers face drained of color for a moment, then in 

fury he swore, scrambling to his feet after jack, who laughed again and bolted 

for the door.  

Jack ran down the corridor to the fire escape and yanked the door open, quickly 

turning back to see the lumbering silhouette of Humphries bearing down fast. 

He darted inside the stairwell, but instead of going down, he went up, throwing 

the remainder of the copies down into the stairwell. He had an idea that speedos 

would be wanting rid of all of those images  as soon as he could. And once he 

was down stair he couldn’t miss the bill poster campaign along most of the 

downstairs corridor. 

Humphries ran puffing into the fire stairwell and bounced off the door in his 

hurry to get through. He was still clutching the crumpled copy of the photo to 

his chest, a chest that was beating far too fast for his liking, and when he saw 

more of the pictures tumbling down the stairwell- he cursed Jacob Duval’s very 

existence. He quickly chased after them, becoming an unwilling participate in 

jack Duvals very own paper chase.  

Jack waited for the door to slam down stairs, and then laughed when he heard 

Humphries curse out his name below. Then he quietly got up, and made his way 

back to the science lab. 

okay, lets see what this fucker is really up too … 

Jack made his way back inside the science lab, then over to Humphries work 

bench. He passed the Up box printers on the work bench and made his way back 

to the steam punked fridges on either side of the room. 

The one on the left, a large 1950’s‘Kelvinator’ was ajar and humming quietly. 

Jack cautiously ran his finger over the black marker pen writing, 

Kelvinator 500 

UP Box 



 

And the carefully opened the door, and peered in. 

It was empty. Stripped bare of its racks and shelves inside and ice box. Instead, 

what looked like a metal plate had been welded to its base. Bolted to the 

underneath was the runner and arm of one of the Up box printers that had been 

disassembled on the bench. The waft of burnt bacon filled his nose and he 

recoiled, closing the door. The second fridge, a more modern version of the 

first, was stripped in a similar fashion, but this one had been given a name. 

Written in thick black marker on the side paneling was- 

Kelvinator 500 

Down Box 

He ran his finger over the writing with a frown, and then followed the wiring 

loom from the back of the fridge over to the back to the bench top where a 

junction box sat next to the teacher’s laptop. Jack flipped the teacher’s laptop 

open, and the password prompt box opened immediately. Jack snorted 

unimpressed. He pulled the hard drive from his torn backpack and plugged the 

USB into the laptop and clicked on a few keys. This brought up a black screen 

with several other prompts that he quickly scrolled through until he found the 

homemade hack with a smirk.  

The screen blinked, then began cascading command boxes, until finally, the 

screen stopped. In front of him was an inventory of file names on the screen, 

file names listing all of the stored information Humphries kept hidden. Another 

snort of amusement left jacks nostrils and he began noting potential winners. 

Things like; propagation theories, networking logarithms, lab tests fails, dense 

organic subject matter, multiple test subjects, the list went on, far too much for 

him to search now, so he began copying and pasting as much data as he could.  

One pop up flashed and Finch suddenly popped up in the top corner of the 

laptop screen, completely unaware he was now being watched by Jack and his 

spycam hack. Jack grinned as his docile friend pulled his finger knuckle deep 

from left nostril, wriggling the digit as it emerged with his crusty trophy. He left 

Finch inspecting his finger and clicked on another prompt then continued 

scrolling down until he found the file marked  

‘Up Box downloading’  

and clicked it open. Inside was a long list of what looked like detailed pattern 

studies, and scaled blueprints of other patterns Humphries had been attempting 

to print; wood, plastic, clockwork ,organic, tissue samples, and numerous 



others. All had long references written under them, but Jack saw something 

else. Something marked ‘Down Box uploading’  

Here he stopped, he had never heard of Down Box Uploading, and he began 

reading the first detailed mapping.  

Down Box Uploading Prototype 1# 
First trial of mass moveable organic transition – test subject : A 

…and Jacks eyes widened with each amazing sentence….ohhh shit!  

Holy shit! Jack gasped, he had read through several more folders, but this one 

marked  

Organic Transposing organic experiment A 

 had just completely awed him. He turned back to the fridges with wide eyed 

wonder, and then frantically began typing away on Humphries laptop. After five 

minutes of typing Finch appeared on the web cam again, and a new window had 

appeared in the corner showing an excited Jack. 

“Finch…Finch, can you hear me…Finch you Dozy fuck, over here!” 

Finch, momentarily puzzled, stared back at the monitor, “Jack! Cool you found 

it…is he there?” He pushed his face up close to the camera and waved. 

“Jack… shut the fuck up and listen, I don’t have much time. Dude you gotta see 

some of this shit man, we got ourselves a proper doctor Seth Brundle here. 

Humphries is doing some weird shit…hang on, I’ll show you…” Jack lifted the 

laptop and slowly panned the camera around the room. 

“Doctor Seth?” Finch queried. 

Slowly, Jack turned the laptop from wall to wall, as he began to walk over to the 

fridge,” yeh…seth Brundle…you know Brundlefly….dude who creates a 

teleporter and turns into The Fly…hang on…look!” He tugged, but the cables 

connecting the laptop to the junction box snagged. ” shit, hang on…” He said, 

placing the laptop back on the desk. “This guy has being doing some crazy shit 

Finch, and I think he is using this to do it!” Jack says walking over to the 

Kelvinator fridge. 

“Eh?…..hes using a fridge to teleport?..?” Finch added puzzled. Jack opened the 

door to show Finch on the monitor. ” yeh…I think so, it smells like something 

cooked in here…hang on… Let me try something” Jack left the fridge door ajar, 

then returned to the laptop.  

“Well it sure beats the hot tub time machine theory that’s for sure!” Finch 

laughed, wiping his soggy finger on the table,  



“Yeh...Pity you don’t have any chernobly!” Jack smiled and began banging 

away on the keys, opening pop up after pop up. Dialogue boxes pinged and 

appeared on the screen as he typed away, opening file after file. “I’m taking 

control of your side for a second…don’t touch anything okay” jack looked at 

the screen, “I mean it Finch….don’t touch shit okay, or we will lose the upload 

link.” Jack repeated. Finch nodded, raising his eyebrows. 

“This stuff is golden!”  

Humphries panted along the corridor, clutching the crumpled photocopies to his 

beating chest as he rounded the corridor, only to find more confronting pictures 

of him and the young boy on the beach .oh no not again…they’ll think I’m 

guilty for sure this time his brow furrowed into long painful wrinkles of sadness, 

as his heart thudded in his overweight chest. “I…I can’t go through all that 

again…not here…not now!” He panted, leaning against the wall for support. No 

case had been found in the last abuse case he had been accused of, it had just 

been a malicious rumor by a disgruntled student. But this, oh this looked bad. 

He began sobbing, realizing that something would have to be done to stop these 

rumors spreading. He was too close to proving the theory of teleportation now 

to be hounded by the press. It would surely cost him his job- and he couldn’t 

cope with that.  

He straightened himself, wiping the sweat from his cheeks, and composed his 

thoughts. 

I know what I have to do Mr Humphries sighed, and ripped one of the photos 

from the wall, staring at the image of the semi naked young happy boy for what 

seemed like an eternity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“I think what he is doing is somehow scanning objects, and duplicating them 

with the Up Box, that’s why the other printer is called a Down box. One 

downloads, the other uploads…but I can’t see what the fuck he’s gonna do with 

a resin copy of a mouse…boys loco Finch…unless…” Jack scrolled through the 

files again to the side notes. 

“He’s scanning them Finch! They go in one fridge…..and are supposed to come 

out the other one….fuck me!” 

“Only they don’t always come out over there…..sometimes they come to us!” 

“Holy fuck…Finch…”  

“Look, he’s trying to make a organic gloop!” He gasped, opening a folder- 

that’s what the horrible smell is in here….” He read on.  

Organic Slurry 

“Finch I’m sending this link to ‘Slurry’ over, tell me when the upload link is 

complete…what’s it at now?” Jack asked. 

“Eh…it says thirty two percent…what the hell is organic slurry?”  

Jack paused,” hang on Finch, I might lose sound for a minute…I want to check 

something again” and shrank the web cam down. He began scrolling through 

the college script and protocols again,  

“Finch, I’m sending you the link up to the schools cameras, keep a watch for me 

okay…I need to check something, let me know if Humphries is in the area” 

Finch nodded in the small picture in the top right corner of the laptop.  

Jack clicked on the camera links and began opening up windows of various 

cameras located around the school. Most pointed sky ward outside, but a couple 

pointed down the fire escapes and corridors and that’s when he saw Humphries 

climbing the stairwell…with the campus security guard behind him. 

Shit! he mumbled. 

“Finch….FINCH!… When the upload is complete, save the files okay…shit I 

gotta hide, I’m transferring his shit to you…!” Jack clicked off the camera link 

to the college and shrunk down the many pop ups by agreeing to the ‘Yes No ‘ 

questions flashing. 

 

“Eh…what?” Finch asked 

“Save the files dipshit….i gotta go!” 



The screen flashed again, 

 

Protocol override yes 

activate manual offsite loading yes 

organic transfer isolate yes 

. 

. 

. 

Transfer complete 

Jack smiled, and unplugged his USB hard drive as something heavy smashed 

against the classroom door. He closed the remaining popup windows and 

slapped the laptop shut. Outside the college Jack could hear the drone of the 

sirens closing in …the fat fuck called the police? He sighed, and ran over to the 

window lifting the blinds, intending to jump the twenty feet to the court. 

Outside the compound Jack saw two officers climb out of their squad car, one 

using his hand held radio as they approached Finches moped. shit he croaked 

again. 

“He called the fucking police!” Jack muttered again in disbelief. He looked 

around the room for an exit, but the only way out was from the banging door, 

and he cursed, “there must be somewhere I can fuckin hide” his gaze turned to 

the large open steam punked fridge. 

_________ 

Finch watched the web cam screen go blank, and then looked at the progress of 

the uploading. The green bar displayed 75%. 

Along with the upload bar, Finch was now confronted with several new pop 

ups, all asking for permission to begin load. ” Jack, JACK…are you still there?” 

He half whispered, but Jack never responded. 

The bar now said 87% and the “commence download” pop up flashed again. 

This time another pop up next to the previous window advised a confused 

Finch, that the sequence was ready to initiate.  

92% 

_________ 

 

 



 

The security guard outside the science room relayed the location over his radio 

to the two officers outside, and one peeled off, while the other remained by the 

moped. Humphries had taken his third run up to the door before the inside lock 

finally gave, “the little terror is in here…watch the door Phil, he’s fast!” He 

shouted. “don’t you think you should wait for the police…I mean, don’t you 

already have enough problems?” The security guard smiled apologetically at the 

crumpled photo in his friend’s hand. Humphries stopped and nodded,  

“ sure….sure, your right. Besides, he can’t get far.” 

__________ 

100% 

Finch watched the bar blink and the ‘complete upload’ flashed, along with yet 

another pop up. This once said ‘organic isolation pattern upload?’ 

Finch hesitated, and then pressed okay for each of the file downloads. And then 

he waited.  

After a moment the dialogue boxes disappeared, and in their place, a box 

appeared stating. 

All organic patterns attained 

Finch smiled, and waited for Jack. 

_______ 

Humphries stood quietly outside the science room with the guard, waiting for 

the officer to arrive. The guard looked down at the photo in the teachers hand 

and cleared his throat, 

“so how is he doing?”  

Humphries looked at the picture and smiled, “he’s good” 

“And his mother?” 

“Amanda is fine, they are settling in well over there” 

“You miss them?” 

Humphries smiled, “Every day, but it’s better for them over there!”  

 



The fire escape door opened and the officer walked through, “he’s in there 

officer” The Guard pointed into the science room. 

That was when silence was broken by the buzzing of the labs instruments. The 

officer turned, sniffing the air, 

“Is that bacon?” 

_________ 

Finch stared at the screen 

‘one item queuing‘flashed up. So he pressed ‘okay’ and turned to the Upbox as 

the printer began its busy  

bzzzz bzzzz bzzzz bzzzz bzzzz bzzzz bzzzz 

 

 

 

 

 

For a moment, and it was just a fleeting moment, Jack felt rather queasy hiding 

inside the darkness of the steampunked fridge, the smell pungent in his flaring 

nostrils. He could hear the voices outside as he held his breath, hoping they 

would see the window open, and presume he had ran away. Then the buzzing 

started, a buzzing in his ears so intense he thought he was exploding from the 

inside out.  He squeezed his eyes shut tight and felt his brain bubble. But the 

feeling passed instantly as the white light enveloped him. The door is opening – 

they found me. When he opened his eyes momentarily he found the brightness 

blinding and he realised he had been caught. 

 

 

 

 



 But, as the light faded, he found himself not staring up at the science teachers 

angry face, but rather into the wide eyes of a horrified Finch. 

Jack smiled bemused, and blinked...then died. 

 

 Finch screamed, wide eyed, pointing at the resin pattern now appearing on 

Jacks ‘Up Box plate. 


